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Data visualization and analytics are nowadays one of the cornerstones of Data
Science, turning the abundance of Big Data being produced through modern systems
into actionable knowledge. Indeed, the Big Data era has realized the availability of
voluminous datasets that are dynamic, noisy and heterogeneous in nature.
Transforming a data-curious user into someone who can access and analyze that data
is even more burdensome now for a great number of users with little or no support
and expertise on the data processing part. Thus, the area of data visualization and
analysis has gained great attention recently, calling for joint action from di erent
research areas from Information Visualization, Human-Computer Interaction,
Machine Learning, to Data management & Mining, and Computer Graphics.
Several traditional problems from those communities, such as e cient data storage,
querying and indexing for enabling visual analytics, ways for visual presentation of
massive data, e cient interaction and personalization techniques that can t to
di erent user needs, are revisited with Big Data in mind. This is to enable modern
visualization systems that o er scalable techniques to e ciently handle billion-object
datasets, while limiting the visual response to a few milliseconds [38][7][6][35][19][8].
The International Workshops on Big Data Visual Exploration and Analytics (BigVis) is
an annual meeting, which provides a forum for researchers and practitioners to
discuss, exchange, and disseminate their work. It attracts attention from the research
areas of Information Visualization, Human-Computer Interaction, Machine Learning,
Data Management & Mining, and Computer Graphics, and highlights novel works that
bring together these diverse communities.
In the context of the BigVis2020 (https://bigvis.imsi.athenarc.gr/bigvis2020 ), the
organizing committee invited 15 distinguished scientists from academia and industry,
and diverse communities to provide their insights regarding the challenges and the

applications they nd more interesting in coming years, related to Big data
visualization and analytics. Each scientist is asked to summarize his thoughts
regarding the following two questions:
1. What do you consider as the top future research challenges in Big Data visualization
and analytics?
2. What do you consider as the top emerging applications in the context of Big Data
visualization and analytics?
The post is organized in two parts (the full report is also available in [54]) . In this rst
part, we present the views of Gennady and Natalia Andrienko, Steven Drucker, JeanDaniel Fekete, Danyel Fisher, Stratos Idreos, and Tim Kraska.

Visual Analytics for Data Science: A Critical View
by Gennady & Natalia Andrienko
Visual representations are often used in data analysis. In traditional data mining
approaches, visualizations appear at the very end of analytical work ows, aiming at
interpretation of identi ed patterns and their communication to various recipients,
e.g., other analysts, decision makers or general public. According to the visual
analytics philosophy [1][5], while human e orts must be reduced as much as possible
by computational processing, visualization needs to be employed throughout the
entire analytical work ow whenever an analyst is supposed to take informed
decisions concerning further steps. The role of visualization is to convey the necessary
information to the human in a form enabling e ective perception and cognition.
Hence, the task of visual analytics is to develop analytical work ows in which human
cognition is e ectively supported by visualizations and computational processing.
Visual analytics should also be involved in development of new algorithms and
software tools for automated analysis and modelling (e.g., machine learning methods)
for checking whether and how well the methods are doing what they are intended to
do.
Our major research topic is visually-driven analysis of spatio-temporal data. A
representative example is movement data consisting of sequences of time-referenced
positions. A variety of methods and tools exist already (see theoretical foundations in
the book [2]); new methods are developing actively (this is con rmed by a large
number of accepted papers on this topic at IEEE VIS and other highly-selective
conferences) and applied successfully in such domains as transportation [3] and sport
analytics [4]. While the following thoughts have arisen from our experiences with
spatio-temporal data, they are applicable to other types of complex data.
Several key recent developments create great opportunities for empowering data
science by visual analytics. The rst one is the appearance and wide spread of data
science-oriented languages such as Python and R. These languages enable step-bystep data analysis and support integration of visualizations in analytical work ows.
Analytical notebooks based on these languages help to document analysis, enable

reproducibility and help to share results. These technologies are so easy to use that
nowadays everyone can become an analyst. There exist textbooks explaining the
basics on simple examples, and many pieces of code are available online for use and
adaptation. This phenomenon has its back side: self-made analysts often lack
fundamental knowledge of the overall analysis process, and miss understanding of
why, when, and how visualizations need to be used in analysis. The Internet is
over lled by visualizations, often looking very impressive and fancy, that
communicate spurious patterns in inadequate ways. Unfortunately, most of the
available code examples and the majority of text books don’t go beyond applying
basic graphics to simple data and do not demonstrate the analytical value of the
graphics. Therefore, we see the major challenge in educating data scientists on how to
use visualizations correctly and e ectively within non-trivial analytical work ows,
understanding and taking into account the data types, properties of the data, and
their complexity.
Gennady Andrienko is a lead scientist responsible for visual analytics research at Fraunhofer
Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems and part-time professor at City
University London. Gennady Andrienko was a chair of ICA Commission on GeoVisualisation,
a paper chair of IEEE VAST conference (2015-2016) and associate editor of IEEE Transactions
on Visualization and Computer Graphics (2012-2016). Currently, he is an associate editor of
Information Visualization and International Journal of Cartography.
Natalia Andrienko is a lead scientist responsible for visual analytics research at Fraunhofer
Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems and part-time professor at City
University London. Results of her research have been published in two monographs
“Exploratory Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Data: a Systematic Approach” (Springer, 2006)
and “Visual Analytics of Movement” (Springer, 2013). Natalia Andrienko is an associate editor
of IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics and editorial board member of
several journals.

Systems for Machine Learning (ML) and ML for
Systems
by Steven Drucker
While perhaps overhyped, the huge amount of attention directed towards Machine
Learning is apparent throughout research and industry. Papers are appearing
covering numerous aspects, from fundamental theoretical advances like causal
reasoning and general intelligence to applications of machine learning in systems and
knowledge work. This explosion in machine learning is enabled primarily by the vast
amounts of data available and systems that allow the training for models using those
large data sets. This in turn enables clever applications of these techniques above and
beyond the basic frontiers of ML (classi cation, clustering, and regression). Given this
explosion, we need far better techniques for working with the data and the models for
ML. This includes helping troubleshoot models, understanding where models work
and don’t work, comparing models with each other, and giving understandable
explanations for model behavior. Since visualization is fundamentally about helping

humans interpret and interact with data, interactive tools and visualizations for
machine learning is a one of the top challenges for visualization in the coming decade.
At the same time, using the output of models to help build better visualizations
(whether it’s for recommending a single or sequence of visualizations) or to interact at
a higher level with data by helping nd optimal ways of leveraging human intuition
and knowledge while exploiting more powerful computation is a key component of
new applications.
To concretize these areas, here are some of the recent research papers that presage
some of the emerging applications in this area.
(a) Methods for interpretation of ML models, both speci c types of models (such as
Additive Models) which both perform well and are somewhat interpretable, and more
general techniques for interacting with arbitrary models. Closely related to the above,
as a requirement of the European laws for General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), any decision made algorithmically must be explainable and whenever data
needs to be explained, visualization is an important component. Recent work on this
includes the research of Hohman et al. [21] from Rich Caruana’s GAM models [28],
Wattenberg & Viegas [53], and others on creating more interpretable models or LIME
[35] and Lundberg [30].
(b) Systems for troubleshooting and debugging models and the spaces where they are
e ective as well as comparing models with each other. Recent work includes the
research of Saleema Amershi in Model Tracker [1] and Besmira Nushi on Error Terrain
Analysis (https://slideslive.com/38915701/error-terrain-analysis-for-machine-learningtool-and-visualizations ).
(c) Generating recommendations for visualizations based on models of user behavior.
Work such as Moritz’s Draco system [33] and Kim’s GraphScape system [24].
(d) Interpreting visualization for subsequent reuse. Work by Poco & Heer [35] and
Agrawala et al. [40 (http://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/dataExtract)].
(e) Creating higher level interactions with data through NLP and other modalities such
as the VODER work of Srinivasan et al. [44].
Steven Drucker a Partner and Research Manager of the Visualization and Interactive Data
Analysis (VIDA) group at Microsoft Research (MSR), and an a liate professor at the
University of Washington Computer Science and Engineering Department (CSE). In his 30+
year career, he has published over 100 academic papers, and led over 130 patents in topics
ranging from graphics and interfaces to information visualization. He was inducted into the
CHI Academy in 2020.

Interactive Visual Analytics
by Jean-Daniel Fekete
To be e ective, visualization and visual analytics should be interactive, meaning that
computing visual representations should happen in a few seconds, interacting on
them should be responsive, and analytics should also be done in accordance with the

acceptable limits of human latency as described in the literature [24]. Building
systems that remain interactive at scale and using complex analytics is a major
challenge for the visualization eld, which may become irrelevant if it does not
address the scalability challenge properly.
To address this scalability challenge, my new focus of research is “Progressive Data
Analysis and Visualization“, a new paradigm of computation that, instead of
performing computations in one step that can take an arbitrarily long time to
complete, splits them in a series of short chunks of approximate computations that
improve with time. Therefore, instead of waiting for an unbounded amount of time
the results of computations for visualization and analytics, analysts can see the results
unfolding progressively. They can, therefore, maintain their attention and start
making some decisions earlier than if they had to wait for the whole computations to
nish.
Meanwhile, while the results are being computed, analysts can also interact with the
ongoing computation, changing computation parameters and sometimes steering the
algorithms.
This new paradigm is just starting to emerge and will require more time to become
mainstream, as explained in the report we published after a Dagstuhl seminar
conducted in 2018 [15]. However, I am con dent that Progressive Data Analysis will
allow visualization and analytics to become more scalable while remaining interactive
to facilitate the exploration of the wealth of data that the world is gathering, coupled
with new powerful methods to analyze it developed in machine learning in particular
[43].
This new paradigm is not only important for visualization and visual analytics but also
requires strong collaborations with researchers in Databases and Machine Learning
who recognize that progressive data analysis will lead to more scalable exploratory
systems.
Jean-Daniel Fekete is the Scienti c Leader of the INRIA Project Team AVIZ that he founded in
2007. He received his PhD in Computer Science in 1996 from University of Paris Sud, France,
joined INRIA in 2002 as a con rmed researcher, and became Senior Research Scientist in
2006. His main research areas are Visual Analytics, Information Visualization and Human
Computer Interaction. He is a Senior Member of IEEE.

Understanding the User
by Danyel Fisher
We are learning to ask new things of our data. It’s increasingly practical to interactively
explore Big Data, asking novel questions to discover unexpected phenomena. The
lines between di erent forms of analysis -from relational queries, to unstructured
data, to rich media- are blurring. I’m looking forward to our improving all steps of the

process: to learning how to best express questions; how to get interactive-speed
responses to those questions; and to iterate on those insights to ask the next round
of questions.
These steps are interconnected and interdependent. To get interactive responses, for
example, we might use progressive computation; e.g., [17][16]. That technique
requires us to think about communicating uncertainty (e.g., [53][20]) and giving the
analyst a way to record how much that uncertainty a ects their analysis process.
One way to help all these stages is to focus on particular problem domains. I’ve spent
my last few years working on analysis tools for sampled, uncertain, high-dimensional,
streaming data. As a domain as a whole, that’s huge and intimidating. Fortunately, I
can target my work on Honeycomb (http://honeycomb.io) toward their real problems,
and so can take advantage of the constraints of their particular context. Honeycomb is
an APM (Application Performance Monitoring) tool for debugging distributed systems.
Our users are DevOps, who are responsible for deploying new code — and recovering
when it fails. Tools like BubbleUp (https://docs.honeycomb.io/working-with-yourdata/bubbleup ), a histogram comparison tool, help users isolate speci c classes of
failures rapidly. Our underlying data structure is similar to Facebook’s SCUBA [28].

I believe that focusing relentlessly on speci c use cases will make otherwise broad
questions simpler. If we can really understand what the user needs to solve their
problem, we can learn what sorts of data they will ingest, what queries they might
want to ask, what performance characteristics they expect, and what level of precision
they need.
Danyel Fisher is the Principal Design Researcher for Honeycomb.io, a data analytics startup
that provides observability to engineers who maintain services in production. Before that, he
was a researcher at Microsoft Research. His research focuses on ways to help users interact
with their data more powerfully and easily. Danyel is an author of “Making Data Visual”
(O’Reilly Press, 2018). http://danyel sher.info (http://danyel sher.info)

An inherently data-intensive problem
by Stratos Idreos
Visualizing data is one of the best ways to nd patterns and information in Big Data.
The reason why data visualization is interesting for the data management community
is that this is an inherently data-intensive problem. In addition, data scientists may
pose arbitrary queries as they create new visualizations or interact with existing ones.
This means that such systems get: (1) diverse queries, (2) sequences of queries where
each query may depend on the previous one, (3) queries that may be OK to abort, and
(4) workloads which need rapid response times to remain interactive even if
correctness is not immediately at 100%. Due to this mismatch with typical database
applications, there are several long-term and exciting challenges that represent
wonderful opportunities for data management researchers given the rich history of
the eld in data-intensive algorithms and systems. I highlight two of those
opportunities as they arise from recent work in the area.

First, what is the equivalent of the relational algebra for visual analytics? It might seem
daunting to condense the vast space of possible actions a data scientist may perform
into a small set of operations, but this is exactly what the original relational algebra
achieved. And then, more complex operations can be synthesized from primitive
algebra operations. On top of that algebra, we can then build systems that rely on a
common interface and a small set of operators, allowing the community to collectively
attack this problem by considering alternative designs and implementations that
respect the same model and API as it happened with relational operators. This
abstraction is one of the secrets both for the adoption of the relational model across
diverse applications and for the ability to relatively easily experiment with alternative
implementations.
Second, what is the equivalent of the b-tree, and the row-oriented and columnoriented storage schemes? While these are by no means the only indexing and
storage options, knowing the extreme designs or some of the most versatile designs,
and then heavily focusing on them, allowed relational databases to mature in terms of
both speed and robustness. Data visualization and visual analytics is (typically) a dataintensive as opposed to a compute-intensive problem. This means that the way we
store and move data is the bottleneck. Supporting alternative storage schemes and
choosing the right one for the right queries is key. Thus, studying the design of data
structures that can absorb the new and diverse access patterns as well as the
interactive response times required by visual analytics is a massive opportunity for
the data management community.
Stratos Idreos is an associate professor of Computer Science at Harvard University where he
leads the Data Systems Laboratory. Stratos’ work focuses on discovering the fundamentals
of the design of data structures and data intensive systems. Stratos was awarded the ACM
SIGMOD Jim Gray Doctoral Dissertation award for his thesis on adaptive indexing. In 2015 he
was awarded the IEEE TCDE Rising Star Award from the IEEE Technical Committee on Data
Engineering for his work on adaptive data systems. Stratos is also a recipient of the IBM
Enterprise System Recognition Award, a Facebook Faculty award, an NSF Career award, and
a DOE early career award

User interactions rst and then gure out the
system
by Tim Kraska

Interactive data exploration for large data and more complex operations. Tools like
Tableau and PowerBi praise themselves as interactive data exploration tools. Yet, for
larger datasets they rely on pre-computed data cubes, materialized views, and similar
techniques to stay interactive. Unfortunately, these techniques severely restrict what
the user is able to do. For example, to create a data cube one needs to know upfront,
what type of questions the data cube is supposed to answer. This essentially prevents
interactive responses for completely new questions. A key research challenge is, how

we can build systems which guarantee interactive response times regardless of the
question and data size. As part of Northstar, we started to explore how we can
leverage progressive computation and sampling to achieve this.
Sustainable insights and insight recommendation. We need to make nding insights
easier. Thus, we need to develop tools which help non-Data Scientists to discover
insights and continuously monitor the data for changes. For example, a system should
automatically recommend interesting insights and visualization about things that
might interest the user. SeeDB or VizML are systems, which started to explore that. At
the same time, those insights should also be sustainable. For example, current insight
recommendation systems largely ignore the risk of nding spurious insights by testing
too many hypotheses.
Novel interfaces. We should make data analytics more accessible to a broader range
of users. This requires to fundamentally rethink the user interface. We put everything
on the table HCI has to o er; from novel visualizations, interaction patterns, touch
screens, up to natural language interfaces. Interestingly, changing the user interface
often also has severe implications on how the backend has to be developed. We (the
SIGMOD community) tend to rst develop the system and then add the user interface
as an afterthought, often leading to clunky old-style interaction. I think it should be
the other way around. Design the user interactions rst and then gure out the
system, which can actually support them.
Emerging Applications. I believe, there exists not a single area which is not already
impacted by analytics. Thus, it is close to impossible to nd a new emerging
application for analytics. However, I am a strong believer that we need to broaden the
scope of users, who are able to take advantage of the data. Current tools are mainly
designed for experts or signi cantly restrict what a user can do. For example, there is
not a single tool out there, which makes it easy for a co ee shop owner to analyze his
customer base and make predictions about future sales. At the same time, those
people could also tremendously bene t from their data. This requires to rethink the
way users interact with data.
Tim Kraska is an Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in MIT’s
Computer Science and Arti cial Intelligence Laboratory and co-director of the Data System
and AI Lab at MIT (DSAIL@CSAIL). Before joining MIT, Tim was an Assistant Professor at
Brown and spent time at Google Brain. Tim is a 2017 Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow and
received several awards including the VLDB Early Career Research Contribution Award as
well as several best paper and demo awards at VLDB and ICDE.
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